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MIGRATION AND METEOROLOGY: A SYNECOLOGICAL NOTE
by
R . C . RAINEY
Anti-Locust Research Centre, London

The spring of 1962 brought to the Near East its most widespread invasion of the Desert
Locust (Schistocerca gregaria Forsk.) for many years, penetrating even. in March as far as the Soviet
Union, for the first time for more than thirty years, and with the western flank of the invasion just
reaching Israel. In May the writer had an opportunity of seeing some of the most heavily infested areas,
in western Iran, in company with entomologists from visiting Russian and American anti-locust
missions as well as from the Iranian Ministry of Agriculture. On 8 May the party also noted an
impressive sheet of altostratus and altocumulus cloud extending rapidly from the west over the
Mahidasht valley, across a previously cloudless sky, with the surface wind still from the south-east. The
same evening, in Kermanshah, we had a thunderstorm; and I was reminded of how in similar latitutdes
in Libya, eleven years previously, the main wave of swarms invading Tripolitania had arrived with the
warm winds from a southerly quarter which had preceded the cold front of one of the deepest and most
active barometric depressions of that season (Rainey 1951). The association of this Libyan swarm movement with this temporary spell of warm southerly winds, interrupting the cooler prevailing northerlies,
had provided the answer to the previously puzzling paradox of major swarm movements apparently
against the prevailing wind, repeatedly recorded in a number of countries in these latitutdes at this time
of year. No evidence of such an explanation was yet on record for Iran, but I suggested to my colleagues
in Kermanshah that the weather sequence we had seen might be similarly associated with a further
northward spread of the swarms. Next day it was clear that such a move had in fact occurred, with a
series of fresh swarm reports to the north-west of previous sightings along a front of 170 km, and
another 2 0 , 0 0 0 hectares of new egg-fields reported from the Mahidasht to be dealt with by our hardpressed hosts of the Iranian locust control organisation. Moreover, back in Teheran a week later, we
found that the passage of a cold front through Kermanshah on the night of 8/9 May had been deduced
and displayed, at the time and completely independently, by the analyses of the Iranian Meteorological
Department, on the corresponding synoptic charts of the aviation forecast
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